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Abstract—The classic approach to Genome-Wide Association
Studies (GWAS) attempts to find a relation between one or more
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) contributing to the
manifestation of a certain disease or trait. However, most genetic
diseases do not depend on the individual effect of one or more
SNPs, but rather on the interactions between several SNPs, also
known as epistasis. Detecting epistasis for high-order interactions
results in a huge computational complexity, as the number of
SNP combinations evaluated exponentially grows with the order
of the interactions. For this reason, state-of-the-art exhaustive
search-based methods for epistasis detection rely on Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) to provide high-performance solutions for second-order
interactions. Nevertheless, only rare attempts are made to tackle
third-order interactions, and the ones that exist are not scalable
for higher-order interactions and could be further optimized.

In this thesis, the flexibility and scalability limitations of
the existing FPGA implementations are addressed, while a
novel parameterizable architecture is proposed that enables the
deployment of FPGA-based accelerators targeting any order of
interactions in modern FPGAs. The resulting implementations
can target any dataset size and provide higher performance
and energy efficiency than the state-of-the-art FPGA-based
architectures. In particular, performance gains of up to 80x and
3x are achieved when compared to existing second and third-
order implementations, respectively, while also providing average
energy efficiency improvements of 79x. Finally, the proposed
architecture allowed for the implementation of a fourth-order
epistasis detection accelerator in an FPGA platform.

Index Terms—Genome-Wide Association Studies, Epistasis
Detection, FPGA Accelerator

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades, Genome-Wide Association
Studies (GWAS) have been used to find a relationship between
genetic variations and the manifestation of a phenotype, such
as a disease or trait [1]. Typically, GWAS attempt to find an
association between one or more single-nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP) (which is the most common genetic variation in
the human genome), with a certain disease. This association is
usually performed via an observational case-control study, by
comparing several SNPs from a group of patients that suffer
from the disease (cases), with a group of people that do not
suffer from the disease (controls). This approach has been used
with variable degree of success, in identifying genetic markers
associated with some diseases, such as age-related macular de-
generation [2]. However, some more complex genetic diseases,
such as type II diabetes [3], are not possible to explain using
the traditional GWAS approach. This happens largely because

gene-gene interactions and environmental factors are ignored
when following a classic GWAS approach [4]. The effect of
the interaction between multiple SNPs in the manifestation of
a certain phenotype is known as epistasis [5].

Epistasis detection has been successfully used to study
several complex diseases such as Late-Onset Alzheimer’s
Sisease [6] or asthma [7]. However, epistasis detection is a
highly computationally intensive task, as the number of com-
binations to be tested increases exponentially with the order of
interactions (almost 200 million pair-wise combinations exist
in a dataset with 20 000 SNP, but the same dataset contains
more than 1.3 trillion and 6.6 quadrillion third and fourth-
order combinations, respectively). Due to that relation, most
exhaustive-based methods for detecting epistasis (in which
all the possible combinations are individually evaluated) are
typically limited to second-order interactions, since performing
higher-order epistasis detection over a larger dataset often
results in an infeasible execution time.

In addition to methods based an exhaustive search, other
methods attempt to reduce the computational burden by reduc-
ing the search space [8], therefore only evaluating a fraction of
the SNPs available in the dataset. However, as the pre-filtering
stage might filter out SNPs that are relevant to the phenotype,
those methods are generally less accurate than exhaustively
search all possible combinations.

Due to the mentioned computational complexity, most epis-
tasis detection implementations often only target second-order
or, at most, third-order interactions. However, detecting higher-
order epistatic interactions for complex traits is absolutely
crucial as they are likely to have severe implications on certain
phenotypes [9]. As such, the need arises for better implemen-
tations that take advantage of the technological advances in the
hardware field to overcome the computation burden associated
with performing higher-order epistasis detection based on an
exhaustive search over large datasets.

Methods to detect epistasis based on software running on
multi-core CPUs are mostly inefficient, due to their limitations
in exploiting the existent data parallelism. For example, pro-
cessing a dataset with 500 000 SNPs on 2 quad-core Intel
Xeon processors takes 19 hours for second-order epistasis
[10]. On the other hand, thanks to their high core count,
GPUs are efficient in exploring the data-level parallelism, as
multiple operations can be executed in parallel [11]. As such,
GPUs have been proven effective to perform second-order



[12], and even third-order in over relatively big datasets in
a reasonable amount of time [12], [13]. However, not many
attempts to performing fourth-order epistasis detection based
on exhaustive search have been made, due to the massive
amount of combinations to be tested even for a dataset with
just a few thousand SNPs.

Alternatively, due to their reconfigurability, FPGAs can be
used to implement a logic circuit that takes advantage of
the data-parallelism existent in epistasis detection. Although
FPGAs have been successfully used to implement custom ac-
celerators in a wide range of bioinformatics applications [14],
[15], such as in sequence alignment [16], [17]. Few attempts
deploying accelerators for epistasis detection in FPGAs have
been proposed. In particular, second [18] and third-order [19]
implementations showed promising results, although they are
not easily scalable for higher-order interactions, only work
for a limited range of patients, and offer limited performance
and energy efficiency. Improvements to the FPGA technology
made in the last decades [20], suggest that, in the future,
higher-order exhaustive search epistasis detection could be
performed in FPGAs. However, due to the lack of scalability
with the order of interaction of the existent implementations
and complexity of hardware design, the need for a new
method to deploy efficient custom architectures to perform
higher-order epistasis detection in FPGAs arises. As such,
this paper proposed a novel general architecture that can
be used to deploy FPGA-based accelerators targeting any
order of interactions, and datasets of any size. The generated
accelerators also provide higher performance (3× faster than
[19]) and energy efficiency (79× better than [18]).

II. BACKGROUND ON GENETICS AND EPISTASIS
DETECTION

In order to understand epistasis, it is fundamental to realize
the basis of genetics and hereditary. All the genetic information
of a living being is encoded in the Deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA). The DNA is a molecule composed of two intertwined
polynucleotide chains creating a double helix. Each polynu-
cleotide chain is formed by a group of nucleotides, linked
together by covalent bonds. The nucleotides themselves are the
basic constituents of the DNA molecule, and are composed of
a sugar, called deoxyribose, a phosphate group, and one of four
nitrogen nucleobases: Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Thymine
(T), and Guanine (G). It is through the nitrogen bases in each
nucleotide that the two DNA strands are linked, forming a
base-pair, with the combinations A-T and C-G.

Genes, defined in biology as sequences of nucleotides, are
responsible for the transfer of information between an indi-
vidual and their offspring, causing the inheritance of physical
traits (such as the color of the eyes or hair). The whole
human genome is constituted by 23 pairs of chromosomes
(sequences of DNA), in which, each gene occupies a specific
fixed position inside a chromosome, maned a locus. A variant
of a gene in the same locus is called an allele ( different alleles
can cause different phenotypical traits). Each locus is defined

by two alleles, one in each chromosome of the pair, each one
of those alleles is inherited by one of the parents.

A Genome-wide association study (GWAS) is an obser-
vational study of genetic variants in the entire genome of
an organism, encompassing multiple individuals, displaying
different phenotypes for a certain trait or disease. The main
objective of such methods is to find if any genetic variations
can be associated with the genetic trait being tested. The most
common genetic variation in the human genome is the Single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), which represents a difference
in a single nucleotide, at a specific position in the DNA.
GWAS typically focus on the association between SNPs and
the phenotype, considering that the SNPs have independent
effects on the said phenotype or disease. This approach has
been successfully used to identify a susceptibility to some
diseases, such as as myocardial infarction [21] or age-related
macular degeneration [22]. However, as this approach neglects
the effect of the interaction of two or more SNPs, it provides
limited results on more complex genetic diseases.

Accordingly, Epistasis can be defined as the interaction
between genes to the definition of a phenotype. It takes into
account that a phenotype can be caused by not only the
independent effect of a locus, but also by the effect that
different loci, have on each other on creating that phenotype
[23].

A. Epistasis Detection

Exhaustive search methods to detect epistasis are typically
divided in the creation of contingency tables for all possible
combinations and the use of a statistical test (often referred
to as objective function) to extract information from the
contingency tables. These reflect the frequency distribution of
all possible SNP combinations in the dataset throughout the
individuals. In particular, one contingency table is created for
each combination of SNPs, which is then used to compare the
frequency of each interaction.

The number of contingency tables to be created (one for
each possible combination) depends on the number of SNPs
in the dataset and the order of the interactions, and is given
by: ∏k−1

i=0 (N − i)

k!
, (1)

where N is the number of SNPs in the dataset and K represents
the order of interactions. As each SNP can assume 3 different
states and each table holds information relative to the cases
and controls group, the number of entries of a contingency
table is given by (2 ∗ 3K). Table I shows an example of half a
contingency table (either for cases or controls), for second-
order interactions between SNPs, where each entry of the
table (nxy) denotes the number of times which that interaction
occurs throughout all the individuals.

In an attempt to decrease the computational burden of
epistasis detection, a new approach [11] proposed that the
SNPs can be represented in a notation that allows for the use
of simple bit-wise operations to calculate the entries of the



TABLE I
HALF OF A CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR PAIR-WISE INTERACTIONS

SNP B
0 1 2

0 n00 n01 n02

SNP A 1 n10 n11 n12

2 n20 n21 n22

TABLE II
BINARY REPRESENTATION OF ONE SNP

SNP A 0 1 2 (...) 2 0

A0 1 0 0 (...) 0 1
A1 0 1 0 (...) 0 0
A2 0 0 1 (...) 1 0

contingency tables, by coding one SNP as a combination of
3 bits in a one-hot notation (depicted in Table II). The three
vectors needed to code a SNP are referred to as genotype
zero vector (G0), genotype one vector (G1) and genotype two
vector (G2), and are as wide as the number of patients in
the dataset. Note that G2s can be inferred by a bit-wise XOR
between G0 AND G1. Therefore, only 2 bits are needed to
store each SNP in the dataset, as G2 of a SNP is generated in
hardware when needed.

Using this representation, the entries of the contingency
tables are generated by simply performing a bit-wise AND
between all the three vectors of the SNPs that compose the
Kth order combination and a population count (PopCount)
operation (to count the number of ones) over the resulting 3K

vectors.
After the creation of the contingency tables (which represent

the SNP-SNP interactions), it is necessary to extract meaning-
ful information from them. To do so, a statistical test needs
to be performed using the generated data. The functions that
are used to obtain relevant information from the generated
contingency tables are often referred to as objective functions.
These are used to evaluate the significance that each interaction
has on the phenotype. Several objective functions are used in
epistasis detection, including functions based on the chi-square
test [24], ROC-curves [25] and regression modules [26]. There
are also objective functions based on information theory [27],
such as information gain [28] and mutual information [19],
[27]. Some methods even propose the use on two or more
objective functions for detection epistasis [29]. The method
proposed in this paper adopts Mutual Information (MI) as
the objective function, due to its simple implementation in
hardware.

MI is an information theory concept used to quantify the
mutual dependence between two random variables and it can
be defined using their entropy, such that:

I(X;Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ) (2)

MI can be used as an objective function, as the genotype

and the disease (phenotype) can be defined as the random
variables X and Y as in Equations 3 and 4 respectively, where
nx represents entries of a contingency table, Nx the total
number of patients, and the indexes 0 and 1 represent cases
and controls, respectively. In Equation 3, the accumulation is
done for all entries of the contingency table. Note that for
a balanced dataset, containing the same amount of cases and
controls results in H(Y ) = 1, which simplifies the calculation.

H(X) = −
∑

[P (n0 + n1) ∗ log2(P (n0 + n1))] (3)

H(Y ) = −[P (N0) ∗ log2(P (N0))

+ P (N1) ∗ log2(P (N1))] (4)

Using Equations 2, 3 and 4 and attending to the fact that
P (n) = n

N , where N is the total number of patients in the data
set, the MI calculation for each contingency table is given by

I(X;Y ) =
N [H(X)−H(X,Y )]

N
−H(Y ), (5)

where

N [H(X)−H(X,Y )] =
∑

[n0 ∗ log2(n0)

+ n1 ∗ log2(n1)− (n0 + n1) ∗ log2(n0 + n1)], (6)

The higher the mutual information value of an interaction,
the more likely that interaction is to influence the phenotype
(disease).

B. FPGAs in Epistasis Detection

FPGA-based accelerators for exhaustive search epistasis
detection of second and third-order interactions have been
proposed [18], [19]. However, they still lack in flexibility,
scalability, performance and energy efficiency limiting their
applicability.

The architecture for pair-wise epistasis detection proposed
in [18] manages to perform second-order epistasis detection on
a dataset with 500 000 SNPs and 5000 patients in 4 minutes.
Which results in a speedup of about 285× when compared
to an implementation running on two Intel Xeon quad-core
CPUs, with both implementations running the iLOCi objective
function [10]. This architecture is organized in a systolic array
topology, where each Processing Element (PE) stores one SNP
and processes it against the SNPs that are being streamed
throughout all the PEs. This architecture is implemented in
a RIVYERA S6-LX150 accelerator, containing 128 Xilinx
Spartan-6 LX150 FPGAs, which results in a very high power
consumption (780W).

An other architecture to detect third-order epistasis in an
FPGA proposed in [19] is implemented in a Virtex7-VX690T
and in a Kintex7-K325T FPGA. This implementation provides
a speedup of 363× and 181× when implemented in a Virtex7-
VX690T and in a Kintex7-K325T FPGA, respectively, when
compared against a software application running in an Intel



Core-i7 Sandy Bridge @3.20 GHz 6-core CPU, for a dataset
with 10 000 SNPs and 5 000 samples.

Similarly to the second-order architecture [18], this architec-
ture is based on a systolic array for the creation of contingency
tables. However, each PE stores data referring to two SNPs
(to process against the SNP being streamed) to create the
contingency tables for third-order interactions, which means
that each PE stores twice the data of the PEs in the second-
order architecture.

Despite providing significant performance improvements
over CPU applications, the mentioned architectures are de-
signed for a specific number of patients, which means they can
not be used with any dataset. Also, they are not scalable with
the order of interactions, as the amount of data to be stored in
each PE increases with the order of interactions, which would
exhaust the BRAM availability limiting the number of PEs
that can be implemented.

Consequently, the accelerator architecture for FPGA plat-
forms that is now proposed is generated by a specially devised
method that allows the parameterization of the architecture for
any order of interactions and any number of patients. Such a
solution presents a two-fold benefit when compared to existing
FPGA-based solutions, by not only enabling the deployment
of specialized accelerators for higher than third-order epistasis
detection in FPGAs, and by allowing a design-time parameter-
ization to support an arbitrary number of patients, according
to the targeted dataset. It is also capable of providing higher
performance and energy efficiency than the state-of-the-art
implementations.

III. SPECIALIZED ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTUREFOR
HIGH-ORDER EPISTASIS DETECTION

The proposed system is composed of an FPGA-based cus-
tom accelerator, to create contingency tables and calculate their
MI value. The accelerator is connected to a host GPP who
runs the software application that is responsible to control the
processing order and to manage the data transfers from the
memory that holds the dataset to the FPGA.

The proposed system was implemented in Xilinx Zynq-
7000 and Zynq-Ultrascale+ System on Chips (SoCs). The
Zynq family of SoC provides an ARM GPP tightly-coupled an
FPGA device that can be used as an accelerator. The commu-
nication between the GPP and the FPGA-based accelerator
and the data transfers from the memory to the FPGA are
made though an AXI4 interface that is managed by a software
application running in the GPP. However, the implementation
of the proposed system is not limited to the use of a Zynq
SoC or to a tightly coupled system. A board containing an
FPGA can, for example, be connected to a host computer via
PCI-Express, as the proposed accelerator architecture can be
implemented in any FPGA.

A simplified overview of the proposed generic architecture
is depicted in Figure 1. The proposed architecture is composed
by a chain of Contingency Table Units (CTUs), and a set of
reconstruction units, shared among several CTUs, depending
on the number of patients in the dataset. The MI scores for

each contingency table are then calculated and the best values
are stored. The Count Last unit in the beginning of the array,
is used to count the number of received words and serves as
a control unit for the systolic array. The proposed architecture
can be divided into two main sections: (i) the creation of
the partial contingency tables in the systolic array, and their
subsequent reconstruction; (ii) and the calculation of the MI
value for each table.

A. Data Representation

The proposed accelerator accepts datasets stored in the
binary representation detailed in Section II-A streamed one
SNP at a time. The number of words that are used to send an
entire SNP must be even, as the first word corresponds to the
G0 of the first R/2 cases and R/2 controls, and the second
word is used to send the G1 of the same patients (R represents
the width of the interface). As such, the number of words used
to stream one SNP is given by Equation 7 where #Patients
is the number of patients in the dataset.

#Words SNP =

⌈
#Patients

R/2

⌉
+

((
#Patients

R/2

)
mod 2

)
(7)

Each save value unit stores the X best MI values (repre-
sented in single-precision floating-point format), and as many
32-bit words as the order of interactions (to identify the
combination). Consequently, after the processing of all the
possible combinations, each save value unit streams X MI
values and (X ∗K) SNP identifiers (where K corresponds to
the order of interactions) to the Host, each of them stored in
32-bits. Therefore, the number of words that are streamed to
the host is given by Equation 8, where N save units is the
number of save units implemented in the design.

#Words res =

⌈
32 ∗ (1 +K)

R

⌉
∗X ∗N save units (8)

The host is then responsible to sort the combinations and
present the X best combinations to the user.

Whenever the number of patients is not divisible by R/2,
dummy patients are added to that dataset that are ignored by
the architecture, until a number of patients divisible by R/2
produced, this is contemplated in Equation 7 by the ceiling
of the first term. Also, if the first term of the equation does
not produce an even number of words, another word is added,
meaning that R/2 dummy patients are added to the last pair
of words.

B. Contingency Table Creation

Contrarily to the state-of-the-art architecture [19], only the
first unit of the systolic array stores more than one SNP,
independently of the order of interactions. As such, to process
interactions of order K, (K − 1) SNPs are stored in the
first, from which, (K−2) are propagated through the systolic



Fig. 1. Generic architecture overview

array ate the same time as the SNP that is streamed from the
memory. Therefore, each unit in the systolic array will have
access to the SNP that is being streamed from the memory, the
SNP that it stores, and the (K−2) SNPs that are stored in the
first unit, totalizing the K SNPs needed to process a Kth-order
interaction. This solution allows for the use of significantly less
BRAMs than the state-of-the-art implementation.

In CTUs that compose the systolic (depicted in Figure 2),
only one SNP is stored (except in the first), since the (K −
2) SNPs that are stored in the first unit are being streamed
throughout the systolic array at the same rate as the SNP that
comes through the data in port. As such, every unit has access
to different combinations of SNPs of the Kth order, having to
store only one SNP, requiring each unit to have [1+(K−2)∗3]
inputs, and output ports, and additional output ports to sent the
contingency tables to the reconstruction unit.

The functioning of the CTUs is divided into three phases:
(i) the creation of a complete contingency table for (K−1)th-
order (necessary to the reconstruction of the missing contin-
gency table entries); (ii) the generation of the third of the
contingency table that depends on G0 of the SNP that is
streamed from the memory; (iii) the generation of the third
of the contingency table that depends on G1 of the same SNP.
The second and third stages are executed alternately.

1) First Phase: The first phase of the execution of a CTU
is the creation of a complete contingency table for (K−1)th-
order, whose entries are referred to as ”n(K−1)”. This process
is initiated while the (K − 1)th SNP is being streamed from
memory and stored in the first stage of the unit’s pipeline. As
the complete contingency table is to be generated, a NOR port
is used to generate G2 of the stored SNPs.

In the second and third pipeline stages, all the 3(K−1)

possible combinations between the (K-1) stored SNPs are
processed (by performing an AND between G0, G1, and G2
of the stored SNPs) and the subsequent PopCount. The results
of this stage correspond to partial entries of the (K − 1)th-
order contingency table. As such, in the fourth and fifth

stages, the values are accumulated until all the patients that
compose the SNP have been streamed from the memory, while
the accumulated values are stored in the ”POP count (K-1)”
registers. Therefore, at the end of the first phase, these 3(K−1)

registers will store an entire (K−1)th-order contingency table.
2) Second Phase: The second phase of execution of a CTU

is initiated when the last SNP of the combination starts to be
received through the ”Data IN” port. In the second pipeline
stage, the first set of the G0 vector of the SNP is processed
against the first set of the G0, G1 and G2 vectors of the stored
SNPs. This generates 3(K−1) vectors that are PopCounted in
the third stage. As the results of the PopCount correspond to
partial entries, the values are stored in the ”Tab REG (K-1),
0” set of registers (in the fifth stage), and accumulated with
the next set of values corresponding to the G0 of the streamed
SNP. However, as the second word that the unit receives refers
to the first set of the G1 vector of the streamed SNP, the
accumulation is only done every two clock cycles.

At the end of the execution phase, the ”Tab REG (K-1),
0” set of registers hold the third of a contingency table that is
dependent on the G0 vector of the last SNP of the combination
”n(K−1),0”.

3) Third Phase: As partial G0 and G1 vectors of a SNP
are streamed one after the other, the second and third phases
are executed alternately. The third execution stage of a CTU
is similar to the second. However, the values produced in
this stage are the contingency table entries dependent on the
G1 vector of the last SNP of the combination ”n(K−1),1”.
The partial values produced in this stage are stored in the
”Tab REG (K-1), 1” set of registers. To alternate between
both execution phases one of the registers in the fifth pipeline
stage is deactivated and the following multiplexer is controlled
accordingly.

Since G2 from the SNPs that are streamed from the
communication interface is never generated, the entries of
the contingency table that depend on that vector (represented
by n[(K−1),2]), are not generated in the CTUs. To calculate



Fig. 2. Generic CTU datapath

the missing values, the contingency table of the (K − 1)th

combination (generated in the CTUs first phase of execution),
is used in accordance with the Equations 10 and 9

n(K−1) = n[(K−1),0] + n[(K−1),1] + n[(K−1),2], (9)

n[(K−1),2] = n(K−1) − (n[(K−1),0] + n[(K−1),1]), (10)

where n(K−1) represents the entries of the contingency table
for the (K−1)th-order combination, and n[(K−1),0], n[(K−1),1]

and n[(K−1),2] are entries of the contingency table for the Kth

order combination, resulting in an AND between n(K−1) and
vectors G0, G1 and G2 of the next SNP, respectively. As such
the equality expressed in Equation 9 is always valid.

Equations 9 and 10 can be more easily understood by taking
in account an example for a third-order contingency table. An
entry of a second-order contingency table, such as ”10”, when
combined with another SNP results in three entries of a third-
order contingency table, ”100”, ”101” and ”102”, depending
on the vectors G0, G1 and G2 of that SNP, respectively. As the
number of patients is the same for all SNPs, the number in the
entry ”10” of the second-order contingency table, is equal to
the sum of the entries ”100”, ”101”, ”102” of the third-order
table, this relation is defined by Equation 9. As the vector G2
of the last SNP is neither streamed nor generated in the CTU,
the reconstruction units implement Equation 10.

Each reconstruction unit accepts six vales per clock cycle
(three for cases and three for controls), one from each port
of the CTUs. As such, the amount of reconstruction units
needed for each group of CTUs is equal to the number of
values sent by each port per clock cycle, as they have to
processed in parallel. As the number of patients increase, each
reconstruction unit will be shared among more CTUs, which
increases the efficiency of the architecture.

The partial tables that are created in the accelerator’s CTUs,
are sent to the reconstruction units, where their missing values
are calculated. This section details the process of sending the
partial contingency tables to the reconstruction units, which
is done differently depending on the number of patients in
the targeted dataset. This happens because the values that are
generated in each CTU must be sent to the reconstruction units
before the next values are generated. The number of clock
cycles between the generation of two complete sets of values
in the CTUs depends on the number of patients. As such, for
more patients, there are more available clock cycles for the
transfer and reconstruction of the partial tables, which creates
an opportunity for sharing the reconstruction units.

C. Mutual Information Calculation

As N and H(Y ) (see Equation 5) are constant, to sort the
combinations by their MI values, only N [H(X)−H(X,Y )]
(given by Equation 6) needs to be calculated. Each MI unit
(depicted in Figure 3), calculates a partial MI value for a
contingency table. Instead of calculating the value of (n∗logn)
(as it would occupy a lot of the available resources), the results
are obtained using a look-up table implemented with dual-port
BRAMs. To save resources, and as only 3 (n∗logn) operations
are done in each MI unit, one of the dual-port BRAMs is
shared between two MI units.

The MI units accept a pair of values per clock cycle (a case
and a control). Consequently, 3 MI units are implemented for
every reconstruction unit. As each unit produces a partial MI
value, the values created are added and accumulated until all
partial MI values have been summed. The X best MI values,
along with the identifiers of the combination, are stored in each
save value unit (each using X comparators) and are then sent
to the host computer, guaranteeing that within the X times
the number of save value units values sent to the host, the
best X values are present. The host is responsible for sorting



TABLE III
K = 2 COMPARISON FOR 500 000 SNPS AND 5000 PATIENTS

Device Time
Comb/sec

x1012
Power
(W)

Energy
(kJ)

EDP
(J*s) x106

RIVYERA [18] 4m 2.61 780 180.00 43.20

Zynq-7000 [Proposed] 4m 16s 2.44 9.14 2.34 0.60
Zynq-U+ [Proposed] 3m 10s 3.29 11.25 2.12 0.40

Fig. 3. Mutual information unit overview

TABLE IV
PROPOSED K = 2 ARCHITECTURE RESULTS FOR 5000 PATIENTS

#SNPs 50k 100k 200k 500k

Time 3s 10s 41s 4m 16s

Energy (J) 25.8 86.0 352.5 2021.1

the received values, store the best X values and complete the
calculation of the MI value as in Equation 5, by dividing them
by the number of patients and subtracting H(Y ).

D. Second-Order Optimizations

Although the desired general architecture enables the cre-
ation of FPGA-based accelerators for any order of com-
binations, by taking advantage of the smaller contingency
tables that are created for second-order interactions, some
optimizations that are specific for this case can be made.
These optimizations do not apply to the general method due to
the added complexity in the reconstruction of the contingency
tables, as a new reconstruction unit would have to be created
for each order of interactions, invalidating the scalability of
the design with the order of interactions.

When applying the specific optimizations for second-order
interactions, the G2 of any SNP in never generated. As
such, the 10 (out of 18) entries of the contingency tables
that depend on those vectors are not generated, reducing the
resource utilization of each CTU, as each only produces 8
values, instead of the 12 that would be produced by using
the general method. However, this implies the utilization of
a more complex reconstruction unit, following Equations 11
and 12.



n(0,2) = n(0,X) − (n(0,0) + n(0,1))

n(1,2) = n(1,X) − (n(1,0) + n(1,1))

n(2,0) = n(X,0) − (n(0,0) + n(1,0))

n(2,1) = n(X,1) − (n(0,1) + n(1,1))

n(2,2) = n(2,X) − (n(2,0) + n(2,1))

(11)

n(2,X) = N − (n(0,X) + n(1,X)) (12)

Where n(0,X), n(1,X) and n(2,X) are the number of ones
in the G0, G1, and G2 of the first SNP of the combination,
respectively (n(X,0) and n(X,1) follow the same notation
for the second SNP of the combination). Those values are
generated for all SNPs in the count last unit at the beginning
of the systolic array and propagated trough the array along
with the SNP data.

As the contingency tables for second-order interactions are
smaller, only two ports are used to send the values to the
reconstruction units (one for cases and one for controls), and
only one value per clock cycle is sent through them. As such,
eight clock cycles are needed to send the 16 values (4 contin-
gency table entries plus n(0,X), n(1,X), n(X,0) and n(X,1), for
both cases and controls). However, as the reconstruction unit
takes nine clock cycles to output the entire contingency table
(2 values per clock cycle), one stall is added, which means that
each CTU takes nine clock cycles to send their values to the
reconstruction unit. Consequently, the number of words per
SNP can not be less than nine, which (as the used bandwidth
is 64 bits) translates to a minimum of 257 patients. Therefore
if the number of patients is less than 257, dummy patients
that do not influence the result are added until the condition is
met. Despite impairing the performance of the architecture for
a dataset with less than 257 patients, this solution increases
the number of CTUs that can be implemented for a number
of patients larger than that threshold.

Contrarily to the general architecture, when implementing
the specific optimizations for second-order interactions, at
most, only one reconstruction unit is implemented for each
contingency table. That reconstruction unit can be shared
among several CTUs depending on the number of patients in
the dataset. In the best case scenario, only one reconstruction
unit could be implemented for the entire systolic array.

The MI units used in this case are the same as in the general
architecture. However, as the reconstruction units only output
two values per clock cycle, only one MI unit is needed for
each reconstruction unit.



TABLE V
K = 3 TIMING AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR 20 000 SNPS AND 5000 PATIENTS

Device Time
Comb/sec

x1012
Power
(W)

Energy
(kJ)

EDP
(J*s) x106

Virtex-7 [19] 4h 33min 0.41 - - -

Zynq-7000 [Proposed] 2h 20m 0.80 14.28 119.95 1007.58
Zynq-U+ [Proposed] 1h 53m 0.98 15.71 106.52 722.21
Virtex-7 [Proposed] 1h 29m 1.24 - - -

TABLE VI
PROPOSED K = 3 ARCHITECTURE RESULTS FOR 5000 PATIENTS

#SNPs 5k 10k 15k 20k

Time 2m 18m 59m 2h20m

Energy (kJ) 1.93 15.13 50.75 119.86

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents a thorough evaluation of the proposed
accelerator for second, third and fourth-order epistasis de-
tection implementations. The presented results comprise the
execution time, the number of combinations tested per second
(comb/sec), as well as the power and energy consumption
and the Energy-Delay Product (EDP). The obtained results are
compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA-based implementations
[18], [19] mentioned in Section II-B.

The utilized boards for the implementation of the proposed
accelerator are a ZYNQ7 Mini-ITX (Zynq-7000) featuring
a Zynq-700 SoC (running the accelerator at 250MHz) and
a ZYNQ-Ultrascale+ ZCU102 (Zynq-U+) featuring a more
modern Zynq-Ultrascale+ SoC (running the accelerator at
322MHz) that provides higher energy efficiency due to the
smaller transistor technology in the FPGA fabric (16nm vs
28mn). All the implementations were made using Xilinx
Vivado 2017.2 design suite, and the power consumption values
presented were estimated by the Vivado power estimator tool.
The state-of-the-art designs are implemented in a RIVYERA
S6-LX150 [18] (RIVYERA) and in a Virtex-7 690T [19], for
second and third-order interactions, respectively.

In Tables III and V, presented in the following sections,
the comparable state-of-the-art implementation results, are
displayed in the first line of the tables in italic.

A. Second-order Epistasis Detection

The results regarding execution time and energy consump-
tion of the proposed second-order accelerator implemented in
a Zynq-7000 targeting 5000 patients are presented in Table IV
(the design draws 8.6W of power).

Table III displays results regarding the performance and
energy consumption of performing second-order epistasis de-
tection in a dataset with 500 000 SNPs and 5000 patients,
for both the sate-of-the-art implementation (first line of the
table), and the proposed accelerator. The execution times

and the Comb/sec of both implementations are similar (a
speedup of 1.26× is obtained when comparing the state-
of-the-art implementation [18] with the proposed accelerator
implemented in the Zynq-U+).

However, despite producing similar execution times, since
the proposed accelerator is implemented in a single FPGA,
its power consumption is much lower. Therefore, the total
energy consumption of the proposed accelerator is 77× and
81× less than the state-of-the-art FPGA-based accelerator
[18], when implemented in the Zynq-7000 and in the Zynq-
U+, respectively. This demonstrated the much higher energy
efficiency of the proposed architecture, which can be measured
by the EDP value also presented on the table.

B. Third-order Epistasis Detection

The results regarding execution time and energy consump-
tion of the proposed third-order accelerator implemented in
a Zynq-7000 targeting 5000 patients (using 14.2W of power)
are presented in Table VI.

The timing and Comb/sec results of the execution of third-
order epistasis detection on a dataset containing 5000 patients
and 20 000 SNPs for the proposed and the state-of-the-
art architecture are represented in Table V. As the state-
of-the art architecture is implemented in a Virtex-7 FPGA,
for better performance comparison, the proposed accelerator
was also implemented in the same FPGA. This resulted in
an accelerator that is more than 3× faster than the state-
of-the art. No conclusion can be drawn in regards to the
power consumption or energy efficiency with the sate-of-the
art implementation, as that information is not available in [19].
Power and energy consumption results in the Virtex-7 690T
FPGA are also not depicted in Table V, as the FPGA-based
accelerator was implemented, not the entire system.

C. Fourth-order Epistasis Detection

Using the proposed general architecture for fourth-order
interactions results on the first FPGA-based accelerator for
exhaustive search fourth-order epistasis detection. As such,
there is no other implementation to compare the obtained
results against. Table VIII shows the estimated execution time
and energy consumption of an architecture targeting 4000
patients (which has a power consumption of 13.7W) for
different number of SNPs in the Zynq-7000 board.

The same architecture was also implemented in the Zynq-
U+ board and in a Virtex-7 FPGA. Table VII present the results



TABLE VII
K = 4 RESULTS FOR 2000 SNPS AND 4000 PATIENTS

Device Time
Comb/sec

x1012
Power
(W)

Energy
(kJ)

EDP
(J*s) x106

Zynq 7000 [Proposed] 2h 38m 0.28 13.72 130.07 1233.06
Zynq-U+ [Proposed] 2h 8m 0.35 14.83 114.12 876.44

TABLE VIII
PROPOSED K = 4 ARCHITECTURE RESULTS FOR 4000 PATIENTS

#SNPs 800 1200 1600 2000

Time 4m 21m 1h6m 2h38m

Energy (kJ) 3.54 17.45 54.08 130.56

of those implementations fora dataset with 2000 SNPs. Using
a Zynq-Ultrascale+ SoC to implement the accelerator it is
possible to perform exhaustive fourth-order epistasis detection
in about two hours.

D. Discussion

According to the results obtained, by following the proposed
method, specialized architecture to detect epistasis targeting
any order of interactions and adaptable to any number of
patients can be easily created. The complete proposed system
can be implemented in any board featuring a Zynq SoC.
However, the generated logic designs can be implemented in
any FPGA. The generated architectures when implemented in
larger FPGAs, can be implemented with more CTUs, which
in turn, as corroborated by the implementations on the Virtex-
7 690T, provides higher performance, the architectures are,
therefore, scalable with the amount of FPGA resources avail-
able. The architectures can also run at different clock speeds,
as verified by the implementations on the Zynq-7000 and the
Zynq-Ultrascale+ SoCs, where the design run at 250MHz and
322MHz, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The increase in the computation complexity to perform
high-order epistasis detection based on exhaustive search
methods motivates the use of DSAs that can take advantage
of the existent data parallelism, such as GPUs and FPGAs.
However, the existent FPGA-based accelerators for epistasis
detection, despite providing good results when comparing to
CPU implementations, lack the flexibility to be used with
any number of patients and the scalability to be adapted
to higher-order epistasis, being limited to second, and third-
order interactions. The proposed architecture addresses the
limitations of the existent implementations by providing a
general architecture that can be used to deploy FPGA-based
accelerators for any order of interactions and targeting any
dataset. The increased performance and energy efficiency
obtained when using the proposed second and third-order

accelerators allow for the implementation of the first FPGA-
based accelerator for fourth-order epistasis detection.

The proposed architecture was implemented for second,
third, and fourth order interactions, targeting numbers of
patients ranging from 64 to 8000 in the ZYNQ7-Mini ITX
and Zynq-Ultrascale+ ZCU102 boards and in a Virtex-7 690T
FPGA. When comparing the considered implementations of
the proposed architecture with state-of-the art-FPGA imple-
mentations for second and third-order epistasis detection, it
is clear that the proposed architectures provide 3× faster
execution times, for third-order epistasis detection when using
similar hardware, and significantly lower energy consumption,
when comparing against the state-of-the-art implementation
targeting second-order interactions. Despite producing better
performing architectures than the state-of-the-art, the main
advantage of the method proposed in this thesis is the added
flexibility that it provides by allowing for an easy generation of
highly efficient architectures targeting any order of interactions
and any dataset.
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